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2017 Digital Replica Edition

The VHF/UHF DX Book was written in the early to mid-1990s by a team of experienced

VHF/UHF DXers and equipment developers, in an effort to pass on our knowledge

and stimulate further developments.

Looking back, that plan worked very well... for a time. But as we entered the digital age,

information of lasting value became trapped on the printed pages and was lost

to the next generation of VHF/UHF DXers.

To keep that information alive, this digital replica of the Second Printing

dated 1995 has been released by kind permission of the copyright owner TRPublishing and its

proprietor Trevor Preece G3TRP.

As with all older books, the challenge for the reader is to separate the parts that are of lasting

value from other parts that have become dated. But we make no apology

for the latter; they remain an accurate snapshot of VHF/UHF DXing in its heyday.



Please do not try to duplicate the construction projects in this book

These designs are over 20 years old and many of the components

are no longer available.

More modern designs are available today, so seek them out and use those instead.
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INTRODUCTION



INTRODUCTION

by Ian White G3SEK
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ontacting stations in far-away places

– ‘working DX’ – is one of amateur radio’s

greatest challenges, especially if you choose to

do it on the VHF and UHF bands.

When the VHF and UHF bands open up for

DX, they can produce some truly exotic

signals. If you start to get interested, you could

soon be hearing the throaty sound of signals

reflected back from an aurora, the stunning

strength of sporadic-E signals, the startling

meteor-bursts of SSB or high-speed Morse...

And one day – if you really go for it – you

could be hearing your own signals echoing

back from the moon.

If you are a newcomer who seldom works as

far as the next county, a 200-kilometre

contact is genuine DX. But if you’re keen you

will grow in confidence and competence until

you’re nonchalantly chatting with Continental stations every evening – and keeping a

keen lookout for “some real DX”!

Our expectations of the DX potential of the

VHF and UHF bands have increased vastly

over the past decade. These bands offer many

different modes of propagation, and activity

has increased so much that almost every DX

opening is recognised and exploited. From the

UK, amateurs have worked all over western

and central Europe on 144MHz and 432MHz –

but our horizons don’t end there. 50MHz can

cover the world at the height of the sunspot

cycle and moonbounce has brought the

Worked All Continents award within our

reach on the higher bands too.

The DX Century Club award on 50MHz –

100 countries confirmed – has already been

achieved by several UK stations in only a few
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years, and even by US moonbouncer W5UN

on 144MHz. DXCC will surely be achieved on

other VHF/UHF bands within this book’s

lifetime.

It has become fashionable to claim that the

advent of ready-made black boxes signalled

the end of “real amateur radio”, and that radio

amateurs have been left behind by rapidly

advancing technology. The critics might be

right if we merely used our synthesized,

computer-controlled transceivers to make easy

contacts which the old-timers could have

managed with simple home-built equipment.

But they’re certainly wrong about VHF/UHF

DXers. We have used commercial equipment

and modern technology as a springboard to

do more than was ever possible before.

We are not making these vast strides by

copying professional practice. Radio amateurs

were among the first to appreciate the longdistance potential of the frequencies above

30MHz, and although we now share the VHF

and UHF spectrum with many terrestrial and

satellite services which span the world,

amateur radio still goes its own way. We

amateurs are the only people who use VHF

and UHF routinely for long-distance communication between skilled operators, so there

are no ready-made answers to our special

operating and technical requirements. We

have to work things out for ourselves.

VHF/UHF DX is one of the growing-points

where amateur radio shows that it still has a

real future – and that’s why we wrote this

book.



INTRODUCTION

CHASING THE DX

DXing is primarily an operating activity. The

objective is to get on the air and contact other

people, rather than building equipment for its

own sake – or just sitting and thinking about

it!

Chapter 2 is about Propagation, which is

at the heart of all DX-chasing. Unless you

understand the different ways by which VHF

and UHF signals can travel far beyond the

horizon, you run the risk of missing the best

DX. In amateur radio there are a lot of myths

and misconceptions about propagation so

Geoff Grayer G3NAQ has taken a fresh look at

the subject. Starting from basic physical

principles and using up-to-date scientific

information, he explains how the various

VHF/UHF DX propagation modes occur and

how to make the best use of them.

VHF/UHF DXers often use short-lived and

‘unreliable’ propagation modes such as

sporadic-E, aurora, meteor scatter and moonbounce. Many of these long-distance modes

are regarded by professional radio users as

merely an occasional nuisance to everyday

communication over shorter ranges, so they

still have not been fully explored. By exploiting these modes to work DX – and by doing it

as often as possible – amateurs can still

contribute to the development of radio

science.

Chapter 3 is about Operating – the actual

process of using your station. Even if you

could predict every single DX opening, you

won’t work much unless you’re also a good

operator. David Butler G4ASR explains that

operating technique is something which can

be developed and practised, just like any other

skill. You always need to match your operating to the needs of the moment, and the

propagation modes which produce only weak

or fleeting signals require some specialized

techniques, which Chapter 3 explains.

Many amateurs enjoy going on the air and

talking to people, happy to work whatever DX

comes their way. But some are not content

with that – they truly earn their reputation as

DX-chasers. Both types of people are DXers in

some degree and no firm line divides them.



Indeed, the same person may be a dedicated

DX-chaser on one band whilst remaining a

casual DXer on all the others.

Many DXers are working towards specific

goals in terms of contacts with particular

geographical locations. Contacting a large

number of different 2°x1° IARU Locator

‘squares’ is a very common long-term objective, especially for people who like an openended challenge. Others prefer objectives with

a definite end-point, eg contacting every UK

county. The more popular operating goals

earn certificates and awards, such as the RSGB

Squares and UK Counties awards and the

various awards for working more than 100

squares.

Contests are another popular operating

activity with VHF/UHF DXers, for a variety of

reasons. Some people view contests as an end

in themselves and on contest weekends they

set up large, well-equipped portable stations

on good sites and in rare locator squares.

Many home-station operators take the chance

to contact these big stations as an easy way of

working DX, while others are content just to

“give a few points away”. From the viewpoint

of this book, contests are a practical way of

measuring your own operating performance

and the DX potential of your station.



THE TECHNICAL CHALLENGES

The aim of this book is to bring together the

operating and the technical sides of VHF/UHF

DX. Each needs the other – a station assembled with no technical knowledge can never

be operated at full efficiency; and a technically

excellent station is sterile if it’s never used.

You don’t have to be put off by the word

“technical”. And you don’t need to worry if

you can’t understand everything in one gulp –

especially if you’re starting from scratch, or

fresh from the Radio Amateur’s Examination.

There’s no urgency. It may take years to

accumulate the practical experience to match

the theoretical knowledge you can gain from

books, and the two kinds of understanding

grow best together. If you want to work more

VHF/UHF DX, sooner or later you will naturally find yourself drawn into its technical and
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